Contzen Pereira Shashi Kiran Reddy Janice L Harter Near-Death, End-of-Life Experiences and Quantum Physics "All life phenomena are playful movements happening in the ephemeral moments of space and time. Life forms are floating bubbles emerged in the light of connected consciousness sourced from the cosmic womb. One's journey is a play of swing between the singularities of life and death. The phenomenon by which we leave the world looks as mysterious as the one through which we happen to this world We come to this world as a mystery,Live a story called His-story, and Die to this world becoming a missstory (a missing story),there on...mystery continues..." J. Shashi Kiran Reddy Contzen Pereira, PhD, is an Independent researcher from India. Presently, he works in the field of consciousness, animal cognition and metaphysics. He is a non-conventional scientist who believes in experiencing rather than hypothesising and therefore uses a holistic approach to understanding complex aspects of life. 978-3-330-06818-6 NDE's, ELE's & Quantum Physics Pereira, Reddy, Harter